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PARSON POLYGLOT'S SON.
CHAPTER I.
Look how the gray old ocean
From the depth of his heart rejoices,
Heaving with a gentle motion,
When he hears our restful voices;
List how he sings in an undertone,
Chiming with our melody;
And all sweet sounds of earth and air
Melt into one low voice alone,
That murmurs over the weary sea.
LOWELL.

AS the author of this story is
not writing a book, he is
denied one of the greatest privileges that authorship allows,—the
writing of a preface. Under the
shelter of that much-abused word,
the book-maker, whether author,
editor, or compiler, can, at the
very outset, disarm criticism (excepting, of course, that which
comes from critics in the employ
of rival publishing houses), and
gain the sympathetic attention of
his readers. If he be witty, he
can rob them of all desire to cen-

sure his faults, at least for a time;
as the politic school-master secures
a morning quiet by means of a
well-timed joke. If he be wise,
he can condense his preface into a
few sentences, and let his readers
pass, unwearied, to Chap I. ; and,
even if he be neither witty nor
wise, there is no lack of expedients by which he can gain his object. The honest preface-writer,
who disclaims great originality
and catalogues all his authorities;
the patronizing preface-writer,
who designed his work for the in-
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telligent few ; the sentimental preface-writer, who awaits in tears the
judgment of the critics; and
the high-toned preface-writer, to
whom a consciousness of work
well done is an all-sufficient re
ward, all these are sure to be read
with all the sympathy and interest
that their works deserve. But the
present writer, besides being de
barred from all such privileges,
can not even (like other authors)
delay to point out the moral of his
story. A thoughtful service, for
the reader, certainly.
He has some consolation, however , in the thought that he is
sparing his readers a great infliction, at least if they belong to that
conscientious class of people who
read every word from the titlepage to the "finis," that they may
not do the author an injustice by
judging him without a fair hearing,
Instead, then, of expecting sympathy and encouragement, the
writer feels that he can reasonably
hope for only discouragement and
neglect; and above all, when he
confesses that, not once in all his
labor, has he consulted Kuhner or
Madvig; and that even Zumpt
was not called upon to account for
a peculiar declension of virtue in
one of the characters.
Further
this, it must be sufficient to
th
say that the story is written by on<
who was an actor in the scenes de
scribed, yet of no more prominence than the dumb soldier that
bears himself, warlike, across the

stage, at the flourish of the tram
pets
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

To one who is not familiar with
the customs and manners of those
living in the seaport villages of
Maine, the crowd which had as
sembled on Millard's Wharf,
Mooseville, at the time our story
opens, might have presented, at
first sight, a somewhat startling
spectacle.
Some were running
back to the village ; some were
gesticulating strangely, as they
urged some point in eager discus
sion ; and all were moving about
in a distressed way, looking as for*
lorn as a nervous mother when
her child refuses to be comforted.
The boatman alone, as he
leaned against one of the piles
that rose above the general level
of the wharf, seemed silent and
unconcerned. Indeed, as he stood
there, he looked as if he never
could be concerned about any
thing. His sou'-wester, held by a
strap under his chin, looked not
unlike a helmet; and his hard,
sunburnt visage might have belonged to the fiercest of the cru
saders. He must have heard the
murmurs of discontent to which
the party gave free vent; but if he
did, he did not heed them.
Humphrey Barstock knew his
business.
Some of the party were almost
exasperated. George Farjeon was
leaning out over the very edge
of the wharf and holding up a
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handkerchief to see which way
the wind blew, though a mere
glance at the ruffled surface of the
water would have been sufficient
for his purpose. In a moment,
however, he abandoned his unprofitable employment and advanced towards the boatman with
the air of a man who has determined to make a last trial and submit to the alternative.
Will you take us to Arnold's
Cove, or not?" he asked, as he
approached the boatman.
" No! I will not!" thundered
the latter, "and I've told you so
times enough ! In the first place,
it would take us three hours to
make Lickityswitch Pool, and the
Cove is a good five knot from
there. And then, as to gittin'
pVaps these gals would
back,
like to bunk aboard the Spray tonight. But I'd give 'em my bunk !
Oh, yes! one bunk for twenty
gals ! Plenty of room. Might be
rather hard for you boys, though,
Little kinky, you know, sleeping
on solid oak ; but you'd be all taut
in a week or two." Oh, that
would be nice, that would ! But
I won't go you see; so you
get somebody else."
During the delivery of this
speech, emphasized by various sly
nods and grins, George Farjeon
made several attempts to interrupt
peaker
But Humphrey
the
Barstock insisted on his own way
At first George was inclined to
y, but when
saw that
be

Humphrey was likely to desert
them in good earnest, his good
nature returned in an instant, He
was soon engaged in an earnest
colloquy with Humphrey, as a
consequence of which he approached the crowd of excursionists and, in a mock-declamatory
style, said : * 'Ladies and gentle
men, I promised you a day at the
Cove, but our Palinurus informs
me that both ^Eolus and Neptune
have conspired against me. In
other words, old Barstock, having
an errand in another direction,
swears that it would be an absolute
impossibility to reach the Cove and
return to-day. The fates (I quote
from Palinurus) seem to point in
another direction. Far away to
th south, lies a land which is
pleasant and fair to look upon
Thither wind and tide direct us,
and thither we will go, with your
d
approval, of course. In
what do you say to taking a trip
to the Devil's Paradise? "
At the mention of this name
me slight feminine screams wen
heard, mingled with such exclaO
O mercy !"
mations as,
ivens ! " and others of like imheavens
port. Then the voice of a man
broke out in a sneering tone:
" Pshaw ! I might have known it.
All a pack of women! Come,
George, let's be off without
them!"
If a man could be annihilated
by a glance, Harl Linscott would
have vanished into utter nothing
?

..
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ness on the instant. Or, as George
Farjeon afterwards expressed it:
"His friends would have had to
mourn a double loss,—his life and
his life-insurance; for it would
have been impossible to prove his
death."
But then, a man can not be annihilated by a glance ; and so
Harl Linscott did not vanish, and
his friends were spared their
threatened affliction.
Far from vanishing, Linscott did
not appear to be disturbed in the
least. .And the young ladies, finding that their indignation was not
so withering as the high sun was
beginning to be, tossed their proud
heads, compressed their ripe lips,
and walked off towards the boat
with steps that struck sharply on
the wooden wharf. All except
Winnie Percival. She, braving
the sneers of Linscott, still pleaded
with her sister to remain.
a Oh, do n't go there!
Have
you forgotten so soon the drowning cry of Charles Malley?"
At these words, some of the
company, recalling a fearful scene
which the Devil's Paradise had
witnessed in the early Spring, hesitated; but a gruff shout from
Humphrey sent them quickly to
their seats and the whol party
including- Winnie and h<
her sister,
were soon apparently as thoughtless of their agitat
f it had
never existed.
The town of Mooseville was
built upon the slope of a consider>

\
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able elevation. It was ancient,
even at the time of our story, or
rather some of its houses were ancient. As a town, it had no claim
to respectability on account of age.
had a traditionary battle-field,
and the ruins of an old fort might
be seen upon the eastern brow of
the hill. The place was fast becoming known as a summer resort, and many of the houses had
been built by merchants of Boston and other large cities as summer residences. Its attractions
were not few nor inconsiderable,
From the ruins of the fort, you
might see a hundred islands vanegating the crystal of the bay ;
from Grayfriar's Head, you might
behold a scene which would live
in your memory forever; or, wandering along the shore, you might
run into those cosy little nooks
where the warm sunshine about
you is no more refreshing than the
sight of the limpid water below ;
laugh with the laughter of the
sparkling wavelets ; or stand, b
browed, before the majesty of jut
ting cliffs and thundering waves
from which
S
the
01
our excursionists started.
At first, as they crept slowly
along by the wharves, the town
seemed to have slid down the
hillside and to be crowded together near the water's edge ; but soon
the houses began to separate, some
of them went further up the hill,
and the great white church, as if
in shame, hastened back to its ac-
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customed place on the very summit
and, with an artfully unconscious
gesture, pointed proudly upward,
Most of our party might have
been occupied with thoughts of
this kind; for they were silent and
meditative. It is more probable,
however, that the rebuke of Linscott was having its effect in making them, at first disdainfully, then
sullenly, silent. It was evident
that he must break the ice, if even
th appearance of Spring was to
restored. Whether or not he
recognized this necessity, he it
was that first spoke.
a Old Barstock is quite a char
acter," said he half musing.
George Farjeon improved this
opportunity to start a conversation
a Do you know why you like
old Barstock?" he asked.
"No! Tell me!"
"Because he is so much like
yourself, self-contained and and
grouty."
This seemed to be dangerous
ground. Some cast significant
looks toward their neighbors, as if
fearing that matters were growing
worse ; others, nods of approbation, as thinking it all a good joke,
George Farjeon himself evidently
remembered with some bitterness
Linscott agency in dampening
th spirits of the company for
his face was flushed and his speech
quick and nervous. But he was
not one to harbor resentment, and
his face cleared as he continued:
"But I'll post you, Had. I'll let
>
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them know what you are. Ladies,
He is an
beware of this man.
avowed woman-hater."
a No, ladies, I protest, George
misrepresents me. It is not woman I hate, but the womanly element in man," he said, smiling,
"All a trick! All a trick!"
cried George. "I have heard him
say twenty times that he despised
the sex."
The conversation would not
probably have assumed a serious
cast if Alice Percival had not entered it with some spirit She
spoke quietly but earnestly.
"Should a man show his manliness by always appearing stern
and unfeeling?" she asked.
"A man should never be a
woman !" he replied, sharply.
"Do you mean, then, thata man
should never have womanly feelings? or that, if he has such feel
ings, he should never exhibit
them?"
"A man has no right, I say, to
degrade manliness by exhibitions
of weak sentimentalism. If he
really feels such things, I can only
pity him. But no true man does
feel them. And when I see men,
or women either,—trying to feel
as sentimentalism tells them they
ought to feel, then it is I despise
them. I have seen a man try to
weep when the effort cost him
more exertion than a week's hard
r
labor. Let women w eep for me !
Heaven save me from sniveling
men
!»

1
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"If your studies have taught you
this philosophy, Mr. Linscott, I
am glad I dropped mine when I
did. I found nothing of all this'
in Virgil or in Horace. And I
imagined that a true culture would
develop all those finer feelings
that you condemn. But"
"Hold on !" interrupted George
Farjeon. "I beg your pardon,
Miss Percival. But really, there
is no hope of this discussion's ever
coming to an end if I do not interrupt you, for Harl Linscott can
string out an argument till doomsday. By the way, Miss Percival,
how did you like the theatricals
last evening?"
"Very much, indeed."
"Pshaw !"—from Linscott.
"Some parts of the acting were
very effective," she continued.
11
Yes," said one of the party 5
"I saw Frank Dinsmore cry like
a child, when Harry Harlem was
driven from his home in disgrace."
"Ha, ha," laughed Linscott,
scornfully, "I don't know how
any one could cry at the playing
of such actors, unless he was
' touched with a feeling of their
infirmities.
"There, Harl, do say something
pleasant," cried George. "Don't
you see that Frank Dinsmore feels
hurt and the parson s son is
shocked at your irreverence ?"
'Come here, Frank," said
Alice Percival to a lad who was
standing apart from the others as
far as possible. "Come. Never
(

.

mind what they say, Frank, I
don't think it was foolish, at all."
When, at last, the shy boy had
reached Alice's side, he laid his
head in her lap and burst into a
flood of tears. He was the youngest of the party. He was a medium-sized, well-formed boy, with
fine, silky, flaxen hair, intelligent
blue eyes, around face, clear cornplexion, and delicately - curved
lips. He evidently possessed a
nature susceptible of the highest
cultivation, yet was evidently weak
to contend with discouragements.
And, after all, at fifteen, as pure
as an infant. Sensitive to the last
degree, and possessing a dread of
censure that amounted almost to
morbidness, he lacked only development and opportunity to be
come a hero or a villain.
The boy of whom George
Farjeon had spoken as the par
son's son" was tall and slender in
figure. His hair was black and
wavy. His eyes besides a look
of roguishness, often had a dreamy
look as he lifted them to gaze on
the laughing sea or the bending
skies. His face was browned by
exposure to wind and sun. Per
feet health rested on his cheek,
As George spoke, he turned and
sat down in the stern of the boat,
near where Humphrey Barstock
stood holding the rudder.
"That's right, Charlie. Sed
down," said Humphrey, smiling,
or rather grinning with all his
might. You would never think
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of helmet and fierce crusader,
now. Charlie was Humphrey's
favorite and this was Humphrey's
way of welcoming him.
"Say, Charlie," he continued,
"who is that feller that George
calls Harl, or sunthin' of that
sort ?"
"Why, that's his tutor. Don't
you know him? But I don't wonder, though. He has kept close
ever since he has been here.
George persuaded him to come today, for the first time."
"By George, he'd better keep
a close mouth if he wants to say
anything agin' you. Here, Charlie, hold this rudder while I g'winto
the cuddy and git some things."
By this time, George Farjeon
had succeeded in getting the rest
of the company into good spirits,
and enjoyment seemed to be in
full reign.
When Humphrey had returned
from the cuddy, he sat down,
threw his arm over the rudder,
and leaned forward towards Charlie, as if about to confide to his
Neither of
care a great secret.
them observed that Harl Linscott
stood near them, looking out over
the sea.
"Charlie," Humphrey began,
in a tone as if calling his attention,
"Charlie, you haven't been up to
our house for some time ; have
?»
you
Charlie wondered what Humphrey meant, but he answered:
a No, I haven't."

t -i

j

pose
you
what d
th
you
we've got
Here Humphrey poked Charlie i
the ribs and grinned, ejaculating
Eh what do you s'pose
Charlie began to see it all, but
he preferred to put him off : so he
What can it b
said
"What! Don't you know?
Haven't you heard?" he exclaimed,
in the very extremity of wonder.
Then he leaned forward still further, casting a sidelong glance to
see that no one was near, and said,
in a startling whisper: "A little
Suddenly he changed his
mind and broke into a laugh,
subdued somewhat on account of
the nearness of the others,—that
it did Charlie's heart good to hear.
"And you didn't know it! That's
the best joke of all!" Then suddenly, in the same startling whisper : "It's a little baby!"
Here Humphrey struck an attitude.
He drew himself up
grasped the rudder firmly with
his hand and leaned back to the
full length of his arm, to observe
the effect of his announcement.
"Is that so?" asked Charlie, in
a tone of great surprise,
"She's such a little thing, too,"
said Humphrey, coming back to
an erect posture
"His fingers
ain't no bigger round than a codline," he added, with a total disregard of gender. "It's got eyes
too, blue's the Med'terranean."
Humphrey was getting poetic
"And his feet paddle round jest
u Wall

»
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like lobsters, for all the world,
And,
Charlie, " confidentially
again, "if you'll come up, I'll let
you hold her in your lap. I will,
—honest."
Charlie thanked him and promised to go. At that moment, he
distinguished these words, muttered near him : "A sniveling old
man, after all. I thought better
of him from his actions this morning. But they're all alike."
At this instant, George Farjeon
cried out, "Here we are ! All
hands to the starboard! Make
ready to pile out!"
As he spoke, he hauled the gig
from its place at the stern, and
Humphrey Barstock threw out the
anchor at the same time from the
prow. The gig conveyed them,
a few at a time, from the Spray to
a pebbly, crescent-shaped beach,
bordered by a grove of evergreen
trees. Little parties were soon
wandering up and down the beach,
now stooping to pick up some
queer pebble, and now sitting
down to chat and watch the anger
of the hungry sea. But the delights of that day, with its careless
romps and its picnic dinner blessed
by the outstretched arms of waving trees and made odorous by
the sea-breeze, need not be described.
It seemed hardly an
hour when Humphrey Barstock
was heard shouting, "All aboard,"
and they sailed out from the
Devil's Paradise, upon their homeward way. A noticeable quiet-

ness was prevalent among the
company, but it was far different
from that quietness which had
characterized them in the morning.
Any one that saw their contented
faces could tell that. They sat
watching the evening sun as he
prepared to retire behind a curtain
of fleecy clouds in the west; or
listening to the sound of the little
waves kissing the sides of the boat,
Even the thoughtless George
Farjeon was so lost in revery that,
when a certain tack brought them
near the land, he started up and
exclaimed: "All hands to port,"
though they were still half a mile
from the wharf.
"Oh, see, Harl!" he added,
pointing towards the shore,
"There's the place I told you
about. How do you explain that?"
It was, indeed, curious. For
some distance, the coast presented
to the sea an upright wall of solid
stone twenty or thirty feet in
hight, but just opposite where
they then were, a narrow opening
in the wall had been made, as if a
brook had sometime fed the sea
through this mouth. Yet the
walls between which they looked
were perpendicular, like those
toward the sea. It was as if the
wall had been made of wedgeshaped blocks of stone, placed beside each other with their blunt
ends toward the water ; and one
pf these blocks had, somehow,
been left out or carried off by the
waves. The villagers called it,
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"The Devil's Pass," and most
persons who saw it agreed that it
was fitly named.
Harl Linscott gave no reply to
George's question. The boat stood
off on another tack.
Darkness
began to fall. "Let's wake them
up with a song," said George.
The good people of Mooseville
paused, that night, and bent their
ears to catch the sound of young
voices, rising in glad harmony
from the waters. If their pause
was never so brief, they passed on
with warmer hearts and holier
purposes,
The boat drew up at the wharf.
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"May I escort you home?"—
Charlie Templeton to Winnie
Percival.
"Going to church to-morrow,
Bill?"—George Farjeon to one of
the boys.
" Certainly, if you wish, "—
Winnie Percival to Charlie Templeton.
"Yes, I guess so. Call, when
you come along."—"Bill" to
George Farjeon.
"Good-night, Ella." "Goodnight, Jim." "Good-night, Alice."
"Good-night. "—Sundries to sundries.
Good-night, reader.

INVOCATION TO SPRING.
OH hasten, ye zephyrs, come up from the southward,
All fragrant with flowers and grass of the lea,
Stay not on thy journey to rest thy light pinions,
Nor toy with the waves of the loud-sounding sea.
Come bear us the swallow whose murmuring twitter
Begins with the morning and lasts with the day,
The robin, the sparrow, the thrush, and the linnet,
And all the fair birdlings you carried away.
Burst forth, laughing waters, so still on the mountain,
Oh, make the hills echo with music and glee,
We list for the rush of thine arrcAvy torrent,
Impatiently waiting for thee to be free.
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You whisper of chasms and of sweet-scented bowers,
Of vine-covered alders, of rocks old and gray,
And seem like the moments with sorrow or gladness
Forever approaching, forever away.
Awake, tender blossoms, awake from thy sleeping,
The sun's rays are warm through the brown rustling leaveg,
And gray tasseled catkins are bending above you,
Where hangs the thin web which the field spider weaves.
Come open your eyes to the mellowing sunlight,
And breathe out your breath on the fluttering air,
Your beauty enchants us, your perfume incites us,
For no Eastern incense was ever so rare.
Now gird on your verdure, nude arms of the forest,
Too long have your weird hands been pointing on high,
Too long have the cold winds caressed your bare fingers,
We wait for the rustle of leaves in the sky.
Come back, happy days, when the slow fading sunset
Illumines the mountains, the vales and the sea,
When angels push open the gold bars of heaven,
And show us the light that for us is to be.
The winter was chilly, and gathered a harvest
Of all that the spring and the summer caressed,
The birds and the blossoms, the songs of the rivers,
The verdure in which all the mountains were dressed.
And hearts that were happy with us in the spring-time
Were chilled by the coldness, and withered away,
And ties that were tender are hardened or broken,
And loves have grown cold with the wintery sway.
Then hasten, ye zephyrs, come up from the southward,
All fragrant with flowers and grass of the lea,
Stay not on thy journey to rest thy light pinions
Nor toy with the waves of the loud-sounding sea.

Hamlet.
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HAMLET.
MEN of renowned literary
merit agree, that no play
of Shakespeare exhibits so perfect
a portraiture of his great mind as
that of Hamlet. One has said,
"The perfection of art is to conceal art." According to this definition, Shakespeare's plays are
masterpieces in the art gallery of
dramatic literature. His characters are faithfully painted. There
are no random touches in their
delineation. The minor incidents
are so delicately shaded as to
blend harmoniously with the main
design. In your interest and admiration you forget it is a picture,
and for the moment believe the
events portrayed as actually occurring. After reading Hamlet
one feels like exclaiming, Good I
most excellent! grand ! These are
general terms, expressive of delight and satisfaction. But to be
more specific. The play under
consideration embraces many and
varied characters. The central
figure is Hamlet. For him the
greatest interest is felt, and to him
is extended our deepest sympathy,
His movements throughout the
play are watched with the closest
attention, and the faintest whisper
from Hamlet's lips is listened to in
breathless silence. All the characters are most fittingly chosen,
and use language becoming their
profession. There seems nothing

overstrained or unnatural in the
demeanor or conversation of any.
These characters do not represent
individuals living in imagination
only, but persons who walk the
earth, talk, and act as men would
under like circumstances. Though
the play be not founded wholly
upon facts, yet it is not impossible
to find the counterparts in the actual events of life. Similar things
have undoubtedly happened in the
world's history. The play gives
evidence of the author's keen insight into human nature ; it evinces a thorough acquaintance with
the intricate workings of the human mind. To this fact is due its
immortality. Until human nature
shall become radically changed,
this drama will ever
meet
with
unbounded
applause,
interest, and effect. Deserving
especial notice in this drama is
the timely introduction and exit of
the characters. They enter not a
second too late nor withdraw a
whit too soon. They come and
go just at the right time. Notice
the first entrance of the ghost.
Bernardo is in the act of describing to faithless Horatio its appearance a night or two ago. Notwithstanding the earnest and
straightforward manner in which
Bernardo tells his story, still Horatio is inclined to doubts. What
better time for a ghost to enter

/
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than in the midst of this conversation. This is only one instance
Of a timely introduction, but many

<

if i

more might be mentioned. An
example of a timely, and ingenious withdrawal is seen in the exit
of this very same ghost. Horatio,
highly wrought upon by the sight,
and in desperate eagerness, is on
the point of conversing with it,
when the cock crows, and suddenThe
the ghost disapp
supernatural element is pecul
to this play. By some this may
be
dered as a blemish but
nothing seems more natural than
for a ghost to appear under the
then present state of things. The
deed was foul and bloody enough
to call back the murdered father.
There is nothing in this piece to
produce a weary, restless state of
mind. The constantly changing
scenes and the continued occurrence of unsuspected and startling
events cause' the interest to increase from first to last. Another
thing of which it is said Shakespeare is the sole inventor, and
which invention appears alone in
this drama, is the introduction of
Hamlet ir-play within a j>lay
ges with a company of play irs
to act before the king and queen a
of murder, similar in pi
and execution to the bloody deed
perpetrated by his uncle. His
object is to draw forth some sign
of guilt from the murderous king,
This device is suggested by his
having observed,

«*That guilty creatures sitting at a play,
Have by the very cunning of the scene
Been struck so to the soul, that presently
They have proclaimed their malefactions."

During the performance of the
allotted parts, Hamlet eyes the
king most sharply. He has previously said, in view of the proposed play,
"I'll observe his looks ;
I'll tent him to the quick."

This strange project has its desired effect. The king, overcome,
rises to go out, angered and selfcondemned. What a cunningl
devised contrivance! Who but a
Shakespeare would have thought
of it? Notice what shrewdness
Hamlet displays in naming the
play. In answer to the king's
question, "What do you call it?"
Hamlet replies, "Mouse Trap."
A mouse trap indeed, and successfully sprung upon the old rat in
that it drew forth signs of self-conviction. The above reply discloses
the vein of humor which now and
then crops out in Hamlet's nature,
ALgain, the circumstance of the
clownish jocularity of the gravediggers fills us at once with disgust and pity. There is something repulsive in their light-mindedness. There appears a want of
harmony between their conduct
and profession. We can not un
derstand at first how they can sing
love songs and engage in such
foolish jesting while digging
Upon reflection, howgraves
ever, we see illustrated in this
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harsh rudeness a principle of hu- conscience with the vision of the
man nature ; the same oft-repeated bloody deed distinctly before him,
acts tend to lessen the novelty, tries to pray ; he seeks forgiveness,
and diminish the strength of but is still unwilling to restore the
impressions at first received, unlawful possessions so treacher
"Thoughts, by often passing ously seized. Whether Shake
through the mind, are felt less sen- speare knew it or not, he has given
sibly ; being accustomed to in- us in this soliloquy one view of the
stances of others' mortality lessens Scripture idea of repentance.
the sensible apprehension of Our

"May one be pardon'd and retain th* offence?"
*

own.
Without the scene of the
churchyard, an important part
would have been omitted. Now
that it comes in we see how im
mensely it adds to the grand effect,
We can not pass by Polonius, a
character representing a class of
persons too much concerned in
other people's business. He is a
meddlesome fellow, too willing to
become a tool for others. At one
time secreted behind the arras, intent upon listening to a private
conversation between Hamlet and
his mother, he receives a mortal
wound from the rapier of Hamlet,
Poor, wretched old man how
dearly didst thou pay for thy unlawful intrusion! Notwithstanding
his glaring fault, Polonius had
some good qualities. His advice
to his son Laertes is most excellent and practical.
His words
give evidence of a close observance of human nature and the
ways of the world. The soliloquy of the king soon after viewing
the play introduced by Hamlet,
contains important and essential
truths. There is a moral philosophy in it. The king, goaded by

The king's wretched, blackened
soul, conscious of guilt, presents
a most frightful picture of the torments of hell. A question has
been raised by some, whether the
madness of Hamlet was real or
feigned. No doubt the loss of
his father, and especially the manof his death weighed heavily
upon his mind i and at times led
him almost captive to his grief.
But when we consider the shrewd
ness of his plans, and their sue
cessful execution ; when we study
his
loq
d ob lerve the
connection of his thoughts, we
not believe he was afflicted with
anything but rational madness,
Polonius himself says of Hamlet,
"Though this be madness, yet
there is method in't." Ophelia's
madness was undoubtedly real.
She was a victim to insanity in
consequence of disappointed love.
Poor, unfortunate woman,
The
play ends in a tragedy.
The
drama closes with a general scene
of death, sad and horrible. Here,
all is excitement, confusion and
terror. The queen is poisoned. .
The king is stabbed. Laertes dies

I
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a victim to his own treachery,
Hamlet receives a death blow
from the sword of Laertes while
engaged in most desperate combat. The play of Hamlet can
not be attentively read without
much profit.
One, two or three
readings do not satisfy, nor with
the same number can we discover

\

all its beauty and strength. It
teaches very impressively many
moral lessons. In short, the play
under consideration appeals to
almost every faculty in man. His
reason, imagination and affections
are all regarded, and occasions
are constantly furnished for their
most lively exercise.

!

OUR INDIAN CORRESPONDENCE.
)
january, 21st, 1874.
5
R. EDITOR: — The Santals
are one of the aboriginal
tribes of India. They have no
written language, but the Bengali characters, and also the Roman,
are used to represent their sounds.
Their speech is most regular and
complicate, and no grammar of it
has yet been successfully pre
pared, though several attempts
have been made. Like the Greek
and the Sanscrit, the Santal Ian-,
guage has three numbers, th
dual and plural. The verb
gul
wonderfully flexible, and probamore
forms
than
that
of
blyh
know
to
any other lang
In a recent grammar of
chol
this remarkable language, the
CAMP ANGARNARLI, INDIA,
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thor lays down twenty-three tensNo wonder that the distines j
guished European linguist, August Schleicher, puts the Santal
into the ' * Turanian family of
or
what
is
denominated
speech,
by him " compounding languagunlettered
the
I
believe
es.
speech of these interesting de
of the forest will ere long attract the attention and claim the
studious research of savans.
We are making a rapid run
inthrough the Santal country
specting schools and publishing
the gospel. The other day, on
entering a long tract of dense jungle, we came upon a few burnt
sticks and some fresh leaves. My
Santal guide was not slow to point
out a chicken's head, a little rice,
»

>
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turmeric, oil, red paint, &c, that
lay on the ground, and to give us
the history of a bit of bone, a
fragment of a human skull, that
we found in the grass. Shall I
tell you what it was ?
When a Santal dies, his body
is burned, and from the pile of
ashes, some one of the relatives
takes away a piece of the skull
bone. This is carefully buried
under a tree until the time comes
for visiting the Damudar, the S
Then the bone is
tal Gang
taken to the edge of the forest and
there the departed spirit is worshiped. A tripod of sticks supports
the vessel containing the charred
bone. A little oil is poured on the
head of a chicken, already daubed
with red paint, rice is scattered
the ground, a lire is kindled, and
then the poor hen is beheaded and
its blood sprinkled on the other
offerings. All this accomplished,
the superstitious man puts a bit of
the skull bone in a bag, and giving .
the tripod a blow with a club he
walks off without looking round,
This worship over, he takes the
bag containing the bone and starts
for the sacred stream. The j(
ney occupie
O
al days
the Damudar. a little
flung'
and a few copper coins
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into the water, and after these the
skull bone. Unless all this is
done, the spirit of the deceased
can never rest in peace, but in
many ways will be sure to vex the
impious survivors.
In the sacred groves attached to
every Santal village there are little
sheds erected to the Mancko and
Tureeiko. These words mean
the Five and the Six, and refer to
the spirits of those recently deceased. These are worshiped
at regular intervals, and every
child is taught to reverence and
fear them.
But the greatest object of dread
amongst Santals is the Marang
Buro. This literally means Great
Mountain, but refers to the Evil
One. To appease Satan's wrath
and gain his favor, they offer up
many sacrifices. From the fear
and service of this enemy, we are
trying to win these poor, superstitious people to him who is the
Friend of sinners. On New Year's
day our first Santal church was
organized, and we hope to see
many more throughout the jungles. Let the Santals be remembered in the student's prayer
meetings and may Bates soon
send them help, even her own
representative
J. L. P.
>
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The College Club.
THE COLLEGE CLUB
V.

meetOR the past month
ings have been frequent and
to ourselves important. Literary
exercises, however have b
the
don away with Of
good orthodox reader will give
up in despair as having thrown
overboard the last moral hope,
With a shake of the head he argues to himself—a club without
must be sc al,
literary exercis
re immoral
and social club
The real, fundamental reason
why the meetings of the Club have
so degenerated, which we willingly allow, is that we are in
the vortex of Commencement,
"Cramming" for examinations,—
reading up our "parts" and subjecting ourselves to a general
reformation, in order to present
the normal condition of a man,
and, perhaps, something more, to
our expected friends.
Our meetings are frequent, then,
because we have a great deal to
talk about; and important because
the time is drawing nigh when
Bethey must be broken up
sides Commencement matters, the
main question is, "What are you
going to do?" There are some
fortunate ones who seem to
have never questioned themselves as to the means they will

/

t

\

use to win bread and a name.
But, on the other hand, the majority of us wander up through
the years, and finally drift into the nearest harbor, there to
grumble the remainder of our
days because we didn't drift somewhere else.
It is quite probable that this is
the last you will hear of the Col
lege Club, or any of its members.
It has not claimed much dignity,
and yet we trust it has not merited
to be beneath the notice of re
spectable people. Dignity is no
criterion of worth. A little good
nature avails more. Most of us
have more to do with individuals than with the public. If the
Club has occasioned any loss of
knowledge of books, this has been
more than made good by the
knowledge it has given us of men
and things. It has developed our
social bump, and this is the one
on which we strike the world.
No paper had been assigned for
our last meeting, and nothing of
the kind was expected; but it had
been whispered about that Harrie
had been caught in the act of invoking the Muse, and after which
bantering he owned, "merely a lit—
eral translation, of Horace which,
to keep you quiet, I will read."

Th e Co liege Clu b.
BOOK FIRST.
OF THE ODES OF HORACE.

ODE I.

N

OW has the Father sent o'er hill and vale
Enough of wasting snow and hail,*
And, hurling down with flaming hand
The rural towers of the land,
Terrified the city.
Terrified the nations, lest once more,
With prodigies e'en stranger than before,
Return the age of Pyrrhus, sad to tell,
When Proteus led his flocks from out the dell,
Upon the mountains;
And tribes of fishes in the highest elms,
Entangled, when the water overwhelms
The wonted home of peaceful birds ;
And o'er the waste swam startled herds
Of timid deer.
We have seen the Tiber's baffle'd waves
Cast madly back by the sea that laves
The Tuscan shore—go hurling down
The gilded palace of the crown
And Vesta's Temples.
This fond river, leaving his moss bed,
Far and wide o'erflows the mead instead,
Himself the vowed avenger bold proclaiming
Of deep grieved Ilia's complaining,
Jove disapproving.
Our children, few because of father's crimes,
Shall hear of Romans whetting swords in times
Of civil war (by which 't were better far to tell
The brave opposing Persians fell)
And battles fierce.
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Whom of the gods shall Romans in this hour
Invoke to aid the Empire's dying power ?
With what prayer shall the virgins plead
With Vesta, now unmindful of their need,
Their tearful hymns ?

I

To whom, O Jupiter, wilt thou give the task
Of expiating crimes like ours, we ask?
O thou prophetic god, Apollo, haste,
Throw o'er thy radiant shoulders chaste
A dewy cloud.
Or laughing Venus, if thou think it best,
Around whom fly the gods of Love and Jest
Or as descendants and a race neglect,
Thou dost, O Mars, regard us with respect,
Come to our aid :

i

•

Mars, whom clamor, harsh music of the fight,
And fierce assault of Moorish infantry delight,
And helmets bright against the enemy arrayed
Satiated with thy sport, played
Mars too long.
Or if thou, O winged messenger of peace 9
The son of gentle Maia, wilt release
Thy wings, and personate here on earth
A youth, becoming in our dearth
Caesar's avenger,
Late mayest thou hence to the skies return
And joyously among the Romans learn
To dwell; nor may an untimely blast
Bear thee from us horrified at last
By our crimes.
Rather let the pomp of triumphs here delight you y
The honors of father, prince, requite you;
Nor suffer unpunished the Parthians' raid,
Whilst thou our leader, art obeyed,
O Caesar.

\
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CHARLES SUMNER.
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N the life and death of Charles
1
fo
Sumner
y
young man ; especially for every
was
H
educated young
a man who be^an his career as
the advocate of a despised and apparently hopeless cause ; who
almost always in the minority
who never sought for popularity,
or yielded, against his conscience,
to public opinion; who spoke
again and again against the popfa
the popul
measur
ul
vorite; who was intensely hated
by the whites of the South,, and
not always loved or respected by
the. North, and who, barely a year
was declared to be politically
death closes
Yet wh
dead
d Charles S
the scene,
passes into history, the nation
mourns. The largest cities in the
land beg for his body, though it
be only for an hour. The villages
and cities of New England vie
with one another to do honor to
his remains. Massachusetts sends
her highest talent and culture, to
his funeral, and even in South
Carolina the bells toll and the flags
are at half mast.
the reason of thi
What
versal sorrow? Is it because of his
surpassing genius ? We think not,

since even he said of himself,
ould remember that I
"People
I am
not a fountai
and they must wait for me to till
up
Was it not rather on account of
his rigid, straight-forward hones? because of his earnest conscientiousness No breath of suspicion touched him. Amid all the
chicanery and log-rolling of Washington he stood aloof. Friends
and enemies alike believed in his
honesty and devotion to duty.
He ever had a distinct purpose in
view which he pursued from a conviction of its rightfulness.
Here we believe was the mainspring of his success, and here is
It is well
lesson for us to
for us to have a definite object for
which to strive, in order that our
strength may be concentrated
Otherwise , we pursue a g
for a short time only. A
balance
wheel
which
purpose i
But
before
effor
regulates
deciding to pursue any object, we
should be convinced of its worthi
ness, if we wish for true success.
If by success we mean simply
the attainment of an object, Ben.
Butler is a successful man, and
yet we apprehend that few of our
young men desire to obtain a sim»

I
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ilar notoriety. Charles Sumner
was morally, as well as intellectually, great, His purposes were
noble, and he was terribly in earnest in his efforts to carry them out.
His dying words, "Don't let the
civil rights bill fail," show us how
his thoughts were bound up
the accc plishment of his great
a
purposes
d however h
y
been regarded hitherto, now
that death
claimed
m all
unite in pronouncing his life a success.
So is it ever. A man who resolves
to do his duty in all circumstances,
will never make life a failure.
Sooner or later he will be appreciated. His sphere maybe limited, but it is certainly better to do
small things well, than to attempt
great things and fail. Though
we can not all be Charles Sumners, we can succeed according
to our abilities, remembering always that, "The best gift of a
man to his fellows is character,
out of which alone flows noble
service.
»

A NEED OF THE STUDENTS.

The students recently sent a
petition to the Faculty, requesting
that doors be cut through the brick
wall which separates the two
divisions of Parker Hall. The
petition was laid on the table, as
our petitions usually are ; or, more
likely, under the table, for we
seldom hear anything from them
afterward. We do not wish to* be
understood as finding fault with

the Faculty, for, as a whole, we
have great reason to respect them
and honor them
But we did
and do feel that this request is a
reasonable one, and all unite in
urging that it be granted. It is
very inconvenient for students in
the west end of the hall to be
obliged to don overcoats and rubbers every time they desire.to drop
into the reading room, upon a
rainy day, not to speak of frequent
necessary errar ds between the
two divisions. We
derstand
that the chief objection offered by
the Faculty is the danger which
would be incurred in case of fire.
We fail to see the force of this.
The wall of divisi >n separates
neither the attic nor the cellar,
and if one end burns, so as to fall
in, then the other must inevitably
gnite It has been objected, too
that if the building were to burn
after the doors were cut through,
nothing could be collected upon the
present insurance policy. But the
policy can be changed at any time.
Dread of fire is really
strong
est motive for desiring some means
of communication between the
two halls. There are no fire escapes connected with the building,
and if the stairs were to take fire,
there are no means of escape except by jumping from the windows, at the risk of broken limbs,
Some provision for escape should
be made ; and this passage would
answer every purpose as both
ends of the building are not likely

1
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to take fire at the same time. It
may cost a few dollars more every
year for insurance, but the exigencies fully warrant • the cost, even
if iron doors have to be hung to
serve in the place of the wall,
This is not a move in which a few
students are interested; the desire
is general.

I

BASE BALL.

u

"\

The weather is pleasant, the
ground is fast drying off, and
Base Ball is gradually putting in
We learn that
an appearance
we are to have a regular nine this
season, and it is generally understood what men will be chosen to
fill the positions, though the Captain has not yet made up his list,
In view of this fact, we are sorry
to see that same spirit evinced
which caused so much trouble last
year. We mean an indisposition
on the part of some of our best
players to practice. We are rather backward in the science of the
game ourself, but we believe it is
generally agreed, that it is necessary for a nine to practice a great
deal together, in order to become
accustomed to one another's playing. We have noticed, too, that
some of our surest players in the
field are a little "shaky" at the
bat. A little practice every day
in striking would do much toward remedying this fault, and
thus insuring a better score.
If we intend to play match or
friendly games with other clubs,
we ought to take more pride in
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playing a good game, instead of
consoling ourselves under defeat,
with the excuse that we were
"out of practice, and came off a
great deal better than we expected."
We certainly have material for
a good club, and it is too bad to
be beaten so often for want of
practice. Something has been
said about a uniform for the club ;
it would certainly be an imp
ment, and we hope to see it.
POSTPONEMENT.

Apologies are always disagreeable, both to the writer and reader, and it is with no feeling of
pleasure that we write this, Necessity, however, compels us.
Owing to the illness of the person
entrusted with the duty of writing
a sketch of the life and character
of the late Dr. Balkam, we have
been obliged to postpone the article promised for this month to the
May number,
OUR

EXCHANGES.

The Tale Literary Magazine
for March is hardly up to its usual
standard. It contains an amusing
article on criticism, which many
students would do well to read and
profit by. The old board of Edit^ors close their labors with this
As a rule, we consider
number.
We
this our best exchange.
are glad to welcome the Dartmouth to our table once more. It
had been absent so long that we
had begun to despair of seeing it
again. The incidents of Web-

1
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ster's home life are very interestm^.
As
a
whole,
the
prose
artig
cles are good, but we must confess that we fail to appreciate the
poetry.
The Packer £>iiarteris always carefully perused,
but with the exception of Dream
Fancies and Middlemarch and
George Eliot, we found little in
the last number to repay us.
The Williams Vidctte is readable
as usual. It contains a pleasant
little poem, entitled, ''Found! A
Valentine." To be sure the ideas
are not new, but the language is so
fresh and the rhythm so easy and
natural, that we hardly notice
this. Let us have another poem
by the same author.
The Advocate presents its usual fine selection, especially of poems. Of
these, "A Dream" is very amusing, as well as "My Uncle's Madeira." The former will be better
appreciated by the editor than by
the general reader.
The Targum for March is made up of short,
pithy articles which interest us
without being studied either in
thought or expression. ' The poeThe Olio
try is about average.
is one of the best of our western
exchanges. The last number devotes rather too much of its space
to Quakers and Shakers. We
wish the new board of editors the

greatest success.
We have received the third number of the
Alfred Student, and are much
pleased with it, as, indeed, we
have been with its predecessors.
The Student has already taken a
high rank in college journalism.
We are glad to welcome it to our
The College
exchange list.
Mercury makes good selections
of poetry, but where is the origiThe Madison ens is has
nal?
an article on long lessons which
we would like to have all Professors read and act upon. A few
less ' 'Flakes" would be an imWestern
The
provement.
Collegian is quite rich in College
It protests with reason
news.
against the discontinuance of the
University Reading Room. It is
certainly surprising that it should
be thought of.
We call attention to
NOTE.
the advertisement of Robert
J. Mulligan & Co., which appears for the first time in our columns. A large size Family Sew
ing Machine at the low price of
This small sum
ten dollars.
brings the great labor-saving power within the reach of hundreds
of families that are unable to purchase the more expensive machines. All would do well to
read their advertisement carefully
before purchasing elsewhere.

Literary communications should be addressed to the Editors. All subscriptions and
advertisements to J. Herbert Hutchins, Manager.
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ODDS AND ENDS.
I
W
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ANOTHER "fish story;
apply to Giles.
The perception of the Faculis growing very keen ; they
have detected several wrong
doers (doors) lately.
Two Seniors and a Sophomore
have lately been engaged in a
good work,—rather more hol(e)y
than righteous.
A new thing, an unsolicited
payment of subscription.
One of our Juniors lately
arrived at the astonishing conclusion, that, when time-pieces stop
running, time comes to an end.
A western paper speaks of
"Bunion, the author of Pilgrim's
Progress."
The principal parts of college
life at Harvard — Gormandizo,
Guzzleiri, Snoozivi, Flunkum
Williams Review.
SCENE.—Junior den, student
scanning. There comes a tapping
at the door —visitor enters, while
student concludes his scanning,
with the exclamation, "Qjaod si
,:
[Ex.
com-min-u-as!
- could have
If Prof.
heard the expressions in which

some of the Juniors indulged at
the sight of the masons doing uf
that hole, he would despair of
ever impressing them with Evidences of Christianity.
A Senior, working hard upon
his Commencement Part, and not
likiner to be disturbed gave the
candy boy a quarter to stay out of
his room for a week. Next day
boy was around as usual. "Here !
young man," said the irate Senlor , " did n't I pay you to stay out
a
Ye
refor a week
of
plied the youth, "but I ain't begun
to stay out yet "
"What doe
Dr Hopk
your enjoyment of a witty man de
?»
Student 'It is in
pend on:
proportion to his wit." Dr H
?»
" Suppose he is a good man
a
Student
In proportion to his
Well, sup
Dr,H
goodness
;
pose he knows a great deal ?'
Student—"In proportion to his
nose" (Class howls.) — Williams
Review*
&

VlRTUTIS NARRATIO.
The light of morn was coming fast,
As in to recitation passed
A youth, who, in his noble mien,
Proclaimed a virtue never seen,
Stamina!

io6
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His brow was smooth; his eye beneath
Flashed like a sun-flower in a wreath,
And like a Freshman's fish horn rung
The accents of his supple tongue,
Stamina!
In Parker Hall he saw the light
Of Vernon's fires gleam warm and bright;
Above a little hatchet shone,
And from his lips escaped a moan,
Stamina!
in." his
With
Stay out with us. We'll rest to-daj
But this was all they heard him say,
Stamina!

I

"You'd better stay," said one and all,
As he went through the outer hall.
A tear rolled down his manly cheek,
And he replied, "I'll go for Greek,"
Stamina!
"Don't mind the Profs unjust request;
Beware the direful anapaest; "
Such were the shouts sent on his track,
But still that unknown word came back,
Stamina!
A moment more, and down the stair
He came with proud and lofty air ;
A look of joy beamed in his eye,
As still he murmured with a sigh,
Stamina!

A

SUITABLE

We

know of no present more suitable
for a holiday offering than a copy
of Webster's Unabridged Dictionary. Besides furnishing a continuous and almost inexhaustible
channel of valuable instruction,
its illustrations will be found a capital means of amusement to the
old as well as the young. It has
long been regarded the standard
work of orthography and pronunciation, and we have yet to learn
of any business, trade or profession which does not find full recognition among its hundreds of
pages. To the minister, editor,
professional gentleman and school,
it is indispensable, and the time is
almost at hand when it will be esteemed equally so in the home
circle. — Frank Leslies Illustrated Weekly.
A very rapid, safe and easy way to make money, is to procure territory to introduce the latest
useful invention that is wanted every day, by
every one, every where, who has a family, a full
sized Sewing Machine with Table and Treadle
for only $10, that does the same work as a Machine you would pay $80 for, rapid, smooth and
firm, makes a beam so strong ttle cloth will tear
before the stitches rip apart. Eight new attachments for all work and the improved Button Hole
Worker used by us only. Agents only need show
them in operation to sell in every house they enter. $30 and upwards cleared daily by smart
agents. No such Machine was ever offered at
any such price. 35,000 sold last year, 100,000 Families use them. Demand increasing everyday
where they become known. Ministers, Judges,
Lawyers, Editors, Machinists, Tailors, &c, recommend them as perfect. Rights given free to
first applicants. If there is no agency in your
place y write for it, or buy a Machine for your
Family or a relation, there is none better or so
cheap. Machines sent to all parts of the country
on receipt of price, $10. Read advertisement
beginning "$60 saved in every Family" in another part of this Magazine. Address the Proprietors, Robert J. Mulligan & Co., 336 Canal St., New
York.
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He then went to his den and wrote
A mournful, sad, but silly note,
Of him who hacked the cherry-tree,
And a boy who cried beneath the sea,
Stamina !
In that an axiom can be seen,
That things -will "cut" if they are keen.
And while his holy words go round,
He still keeps up that wondrous sound,
Stamina!
Molest him not, but let him raise
His songs of virtue and of praise.
And let the Class adopt his cry,
"Resolved to shout it till t.h*v dip.
Stamina!
SECTOR.

■
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HERE is great rejoicing over
the fact that the college
gymnasium is to be fitted up soon,
It is to be hoped that the good
work will not stop until some new
balls are placed in the bowling
alley.
The Germania Band, assisted
by some distinguished vocalist, will
furnish music for the Commencement Concert, the 16th of June,
Persons out of town, wishing to
secure seats, can do so by letter
or telegram after May 1st. Address Thos. Spooner, Jr., Bates
College, Lewiston, Me.
The orator for Commencement
is Rev. A. P. Peabody, D. D., of
Harvard University. Dr. Peabody was for several years the
editor of the North American Review, and has lectured before lyJ
ceums quite extensively, The
lecture will take place Wednesday
evening, June 17th.
The Sophomore Declamations,
of March 19th, came off very
pleasantly at the Main St. Free
Baptist Church. The declamations—partly original and partly
selected
were rendered very
creditably indeed. Mr. Douglass
was awarded the prize, apparently with the approval of the entire
audience.

i

The students of Princeton have
long desired to publish a weekly or
monthly college newspaper, and
have made repeated requests to
the Faculty for permission, but
have been met with a peremptory
refusal in every case.— Courant.
The Senior Exhibition occurred
at the College Chapel on the evening of the 25th of March, and was
certainly a success.
The class
was well represented both in num
bers and talent. The subjects
were happily chosen and ably
treated, and each speaker held the
attention of the audience throughout.
The new Yale boat-house will
cost
2
$i >ooo, and will be the best
in the country. It will be built
with a view t0
elegance as well
a
^ convenience ; will be surmounted by a spire, have a covered piazza on three sides, and be capable of containing 80 boats.
The course of historical lectures
by Prof. Malcom will commence
Tuesday, May 12th. The lect
ures are before the Senior Class,
and more
especially for their bene
fit, but are open to all. They
will be delivered in the college
chapel as follows: May 12th,
13th, 14th and 15th, at 7 1-2
o'clock, p. M. ; 16th, at 9, A. M. 9
18th, 19th and 20th, at
1-2
>

P. M.
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ALUMNI NOTES.

J. N. Ham has tendered
'71.
his resignation as principal of the
Augusta High School.
•J.
T.
Abbott
was
married
'7ito Miss Alice Merryman, of Boston, Mass., Feb. 7, and is now in
the Conveyance Office of Fitch
& Kern, Court Square, Boston.
E.
P.
Sampson
is
having
'73.
a vacation of three weeks, and
occasionally puts in an appearance
at B. College.
A.
C.
Libby
is
at
Lowell,
73
Mass., in the Engineer's Office of
the Lowell and Andover R. R.
F.
P.
Moulton,—Nondum
'74has been appointe d
laureati,
Instructor in the Lewiston High

{Space will be given each month to the record of one
alumnus in the form of the one below. Graduates will
greatly oblige by forwarding the necessary material.
Ed.]

CLASS OF

•
(

1869

Born
at Troy, Maine, April 11 1843.
Son of Reuben W. and Mary
Files.
1869 ■'73. Principal of Maine
Central Institute, Pittsfield, Maine.
1871, August 14, married, to
Miss Aroline M. Fernald, only
daughter of Rev. Samuel P.
and Hannah E. Fernald, Melvin
Village, N. H.
1874. March 28, was elected
principal of the Augusta High
School.
Post Office address, Augusta,
Maine.
FILES, GEORGE BYRON.
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LATIN SCHOOL
0

This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor of LYMAM NICHOLS,
•

Esq., of Boston. The special object of the School is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of
Bates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the
classes which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more advanced

t

tanding and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first year, or third
class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The classes are so arranged that
students can enter the school at any time during the year.
o

Board of Instruction

]>

LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M., PRINCIPAL,
THEODORE G. WILDER, A.B., FREDERIC H. PECKHAM, A.B.,
FRANK W. COBB, A.B.,
EDMUND R. ANGELL, A.B., For further particulars send for Catalogue.

Teacher of Latin and Greek.
Teacher of Mathematics.
- Teacher of Rhetoric.
Assistant Teacher in Latin.
Teacher of English Branches.
A. M. JONES, Secretary.

FRENCH BROTHERS,
No. 40 Lisbon Street. Lewiston, Me. i

CO.
A. C. NICHOLS.

L. O. STEVENS.

Keep constantly on hand a large stock of
M

Softool

BOO

i

Miscellaneous Books

3

and other articles usually kept in a first-class
Bookstore. Discounts made to Teachers, Colleges, and persons buying in quantities.
Orders by mail promptly attended to.

I

*

Periodicals

9

FINE

ALSO

*

f

Stationery, <k ■

AND

?

Books

G-old Pens and Pencils.
98 LISBON ST., LEWISTON.
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BATES COLLEGE
O

FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
REV. OREN B. CHENEY, D.D.,
REV. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, A.M.,
President.

REV.

Professor of Systematic Theology.

JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

Professor of Rhetoric and E?iglihs Literature.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.,

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

REV.

Professor of Hebrew.

BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,

REV.

URIAH BALKAM, D.D.,

Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy.

Professor of Logic and Christian Evidences.

RICHARD C. STANLEY, A.M.,

REV.

Professor of Chemistry and Geology.

CHARLES H. MALCOM, D.D.,
Lecturer on History.

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,

CLARENCE A. BICKFORD, A.B.,

Professor of Modern Languages.

Tutor.

FRANK W. COBB, A.B.,
Tutor.
O

CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows:
LATIN: In nine books of Virgil's ^neid; six orations of Ucero; the Catiline of Sallust: twenty
exercises of Arnold's Latin Prose Composition, and in I-larkness' Latin Grammar. GREEK: In three
books of Xenophon's Anabasis; two books of Homer's Iliad, and in Hartley's Greek Grammar. MATHEMAT1CS: In Loomis's or Greenleafs Arithmetic, in the first twelve chapters of Loomis's Algebra, and
in two books of Geometry. ENGLISH: In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in Worcester's Ancient
His tory.
All candidates for advanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those
previously pursued by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be require l from those who have been members of other
Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Tuesday preceding Commencement, and on Wednesday preceding the first day of the
Fall Term.

COURSE OF STUDY.
The regular course of instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country as emi«
nently adapted to secure liberal culture and a sound classical education.

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses are about $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of thirteen Scholar
ships, and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses otherwise.
stry

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College established by vote of the corporation July 21, 1870. It occupies
Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a special
Faculty appointed by the College corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian
church, and to give evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of
which they are members respectively, or by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study,
must be prepared for examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology
Chemistry, neology, Astronomy, Algebra, and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries, free.
COMMENCEMENT
JUNE 17,1874.
For Catalogue or other information, address
»

OREN B. CHENEY, PRESIDENT, Lewiston, Me.
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1872

GREAT

Ii
AT THE MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL
AGRICULTURAL SHOW.

Dictionary

AWARDED

Two Gold Medals

^

ONE FOR FAMILY MACHINE AND ONE FOR
MANUFACTURING MACHINE.
At the NEW ENGLAND FAIR, after the most
severe tests and through trials ever given, the

i

10,000 Words § Meanings not in other Dictionaries.
3000 Engravings j 1840 Pages Quarto. Price $12,
"Work none can afford to dispense with.
[Atlantic Monthly.
Every scholar knows its value.
T Wm. H. Prescott.
Best book for everybody,
[Golden Era.
Standard in this office.
[A. II. Clapp, QovH Printer.
There is a vast mine in this edition.
[Christian Union.
Extensive Art Gallery, a library.
[Household Advocate.
lie suit of centuries of culture.
[New York Times.
Published by Q. & C. MERRIAM,
Springfield, Mass.
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WAS AWARDED THE

itt*S

/*

Over all Competitors,

A MONTHLY MAGAZJNE,

It is the Simplest Shuttle Machine in Existence
—the Easiest to Manatre—the Most Durable—and
THK BEST; doing every variety of PRACTICAL
work of all others combined.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS AND HUMBUGS.
Machines of all kinds repaired. Oil, Needles,
Thread, Twist, &c., for sale.

FULLER

tnbtnt.

CAPEN J

Published by the Class of '75,
I1

Terms, $1 a year, invariably in advance.
Single Copies, 10 cents.

SOLE AGENTS,

Single copies will be sent to any address ou receipt of ten cents and stamp.

61 Lisbon street, Lewiston.
121 Water street, Augusta.

POSTAGE.

V

FOSS & MURPHY

MISSING NUMBERS.

keep
latest and most fashionable styles of

Hats, Caps, Furs
*

TRUNKS & UMBRELLAS,
Found in the market.

46 Lisbon St., Lewiston. Zign of Big Hat.
■■

■

The postage on the Magazine will be twelve
cents a year, payable at the office of the subscriber.

—

Ballard's Orchestra.
This organization has been in existence for several years, and has famished music for numerous
exercises of Colleges, Seminaries, High and Normal Schools, Musical Conventions, Lectures and
Levees, and has given Concerts in various parts
of Maine.
W. BALLA.RD, Lewiston, Me

If any subscriber fails to receive a copy of the
Magazine when due, we would thank him to inform us, and the mistake will be immediately rectified.
The Magazine is for sale at the following bookstores: French Bros', Douglass & Cook's, and
Stevens & Co., Lewiston; Willard Small & Co's,
Auburn; Loring, Short & Harmon's, Portland; and
A. Williams & Co's, 135 Washington Street
Boston, Mass.
Literary communications should be addressed
u
to the Editors of the Bates Student." All subscriptions and business letters to

J. HERBERT HUTCHINS,
BATES COLLEGE,

Lewiston, Me.
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MORE

Pianos Organs and
f

elodeons
i

Than any other one man in the United States. He supplies the VERY BEST on the moat reasonable
terms, and sends them on short notice to any part of the country. He sells Pianos for full nav down
and purchasers on an avorage save about $100 on a Piano.
'
Be sure to write him before laying out your money. Address

HARMON
Portsmouth

9

*

©

•

•

N. B—Whoever purchases of Bro. H. add their mite, through him, to aid our institutions of learning
GO TO

Hat

. BOOTHBY

The subscriber gives notice that, in addition to
his large and choice stock of TRUNKS, VALISES,
TRAVELING BAGS, RETICULES, UMBRELLAS, Ac, he has received and has for sale a very
Select and Choice lot of

.

27 Lisbon Street,

CO.

for your nice

Custom Clo thing.
iyi

MEN'S AND BOYS'

.

ats and. Caps
\

At No. 113 Lisbon St.
Call and see us.

JT. I». LONGLEY

)Vn. J. P. FITTER.—
Being*
sworn,
eayo,
I
graduated
at
tfcs
f
t/ni versitrof Ponn a in 1S33, and after 30 years' experience,
perfected Sir. Ft tier's Vegetable Rheumatic
g yrnp# I gnarantoo it an inlalliblo cure for Nerve, Kidney and Rheumatic diseases. 6worn to, this26th April. 1871( ) P. A. OSBOURN, Notary Public, Phila.

We Clergymen wero Cured fcy it, and will satisfy any one writ-

DAY 1ALEY
j

Inffns.Rov.Thos.Murpby^D.D^Frankford^Phila.Rev.C.ir.
Ewin£,Media,Pa. Rev.J.S.Bnchanan,ClarencoJowa.Rev.
G.G.Smith^Pittsford^N.Y.Rov.JoR.T^fx^.FallsChurch.
Fhila.,Ac. Afflicted should write Dr.FitlorJPhila..for explanatory Pamphlet A gnaranteetgratis. $50 Reward for an in«
curable caso.No curu no ctmrc^a reality.Sold by druggists.

y

DEALERS IN

«•-

FLOUR
Groceries and Provisions
Main Street,

!

WAKEFXELD BROS.,
Druggists and Apothecaries,

J

City Drug Store
72 LISBON STREET,

>

LEWISTON, ME.
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Lewiston,8JHe.

TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS.

f

$60 SAVED IN EVERY FAMILY.
03
<

HI

o

Male and Female Agents clear $30 per day easily.
county rights granted free.
WONDERFUL
NEW INVENTION

ACHIEVEMENT
LATEST STYLE
A

P
,v

Outfits and

LARGE

FAM LY

SEW

ft
/

o

P

SIZE

\

MACH
CO

With Table and Treadle Complete.
Onlv Ten Dollars.

to

I

a

The succeasfal invention, and production of can be relied upon aa upright and responsible©
and
patron
the Only Full Sized really good Sewing Machine men, well worthy of the confidence
4
aere of our Christian readers.—' Northern Church
tor less than $50, that operates by
Standard,"
N.
Y.,
Dec.
27th.
Foot Power,

l
I

ft

Orders Received,

Prize Medals, Premiums, Diplomas, Awards of
and machines promptly forwarded to any address EH
Merit, and Honorable Mention, Ac, &c,
on
receipt
of
the
following
cash
prices:
Over all Others*
SINGLE MACHINES for samples
The last useful invention to render the diffior private use, plain styles with
culties of sewing less laborious.
2-3 adjustable extension Table and
The new and improved patented
Treadle, furnished with equipment^
ready
lor
immediate
UH)
$10
Each.
J
Button Hole Worker,
MACHINES with t xtra Fine Table.... 15 " &
the culmination of perfect mechanical accuracy, MACHINES with Table and Cover.... 20 " jZ
practical skill and utility, with beauty, stren^tn, MACHINES with enclosed Table,
M
a
and durability combined. A long required
half cabinet style
30
Labor aaver.
MACHINES with enclosed Table,
a
full cabinet style
40
8 New Patented Sewing Machine
The machines at $10 are precisely the same as "
Attachments,
those of a higher price, the onlv difference being rn
with which over seventeen Different Kinds of that those at $10 have plain but neat Table and ^
beautiful sewings, Faucy, Elaborate, Ornamental, Treadle, while those or a higher price are orna- *H
Intricate, Fine, Plain, and Strong, can be done mental, with elaborate and costly polished black <3
with perfect ease and rapidity by those who walnut.
(-3
never saw a sewing machine before. Our New
Tables with covers, enclosed rases, and ^
Attachments have genuine Merit that commands cabinet style.
Q
immediate sales. They are the most valuable
No Extra Charges made for packing: or shipping Q
adjuncts ever patented to advance the usefulness to any part of the country. Special certificate "
of Sewing Machines, and are adjustable to all for five years with every machine. Specimens H*
other good machines, equally as well as our of sewing, illustrated circulars, with numerous ft
own. Without them no machine can be perfect. recommendations, wholesale cash price*, extraSold separate if desired, at one-tenth the cost of ordinary inducements to agents, &c, mailed free.
the old styles used by all other machines.
Exclusive control of Territory given gratis to r/%
capable and energetic agents, merchants, store z£
Our New Machine
keepers,
&c,
who
will
travel
or
open
agencies
PH
is larger than some of the $80 machines, Will and exhibit the wonderful M rits of our machines ^
do every description of sewing, Hem, Felif Tuck, in their localities, and solicit orders.
Hi
Seam, Quilt, Braid, Cord, Bind, Gather, Ruffle,
Outfits
and
County
Rights
given
Free
of
Charge,
j
Shirr, Pleat, Fold, Scollop* Roll, Embroider,
"
An
unequaled
quick
and
honest
money
Q
Ban up Breadths, &c, Ac. will sew anything a making business for male and female canvassers jsi
needle will go through. Makes the Strongest in all part* of the country.*—Christian Index, W
Stitch known,so strong that the CLOTH WILL TEAR N. Y., Jan. 5th.
before the seam will rip apart. Has sell-adjustCash Remittances
ing straight needle, reliable, accurate feed, direct
motion, no complication of useless coggs or must be made in Post Office money orders, or £-4
cams to oil or get out of order, is silent, easy Bank Drafts made payable to our order in New ^
working, light running, very rapid, smooth and York. Registered Letters or by Express at our *«
correct, quickly understood, and easily man- risk.
aged.
All Orders and Communications must be
« The inventors of those excellent machines drebsed to
«

\

to

o

P

ROBERT J. MULLIGAN
General Manufacturers \
of Machinery.
j

&

CO.

9

336 Canal Street, N. Y.

TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS.

£

Hi
Of Every Variety, in the Best Style, at Short Notice and on Satisfactory Terms, at" the

FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,

DOVER, nsr. HI.
At the same office are published

A large weekly religious paper;

m%® Iiftiile Bta* mmM Hyvtte9
Alternate weeks for Sabbath Schools;

Of the International Series for both Adults and Children;
cHSiS

Both Denominational and otherwise.

J. T. MILLS,

D. Zothrop & Co's

Crockery* China & Glass Ware

BIBLE WAEEHOUSE

Dealer in

KER03ENE LAMP* AND 0HANDELIER8, TABLE
GUTLEKY, 8ILYER PLATED AND BRITANNIA
WARE.
No. 75 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, sign of Big Pitcher.

AND

Book Store.
BOOKS, BIBLES
ALBUMS,

CHROMOS, REWARD CARDS, &C,
at Extremely Low Prices, at

38 & 40 CORNHILL, BOSTON.

V
Baa ASM IJP QmJfT'M FtrtMtMaatxe
White and Fancy Shirts of all kinds: also Neckties of the Latest Style and
Lowest Prices.
No. 101 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.

Messrs. D.Lothrop & Co. publish the celebrated $1000.00 and $500.00 Prize Series, and other
Popular and Standard Works, suitable for Family,
Sunday School and Public Libraries, for Presentation, School Prizes, etc. Attention is especially
called to the cordial endorsement of their publications by the religious and literary press of the
country.
Orders by mail or otherwise promptly filled at
best rates. Any book sent by mail, postage paid,
on receipt of price. Illustrated Catalogue free.

COMPLETE SUCCESS OF THE NEW SYSTEM !

HAGAR

5

ARITHMETICS.
RETAIL PRICE.

I
II
III.
IV.

$0.30

Primary Lessons in Numbers,
Elementary Arithmetic,
Common School Arithmetic* Dictation Problems and Key to Com. Sch. Arith.,

-

0.50
1.00
- 1.00

The new method fully tested and proved to be

Successful in Practice, as weii as Attractive in Theory.
Of these books, we have issued during the first eighteen months of their publication,
/

Over 100,000 Copies
The int

it of Hatrar's Arithmetics

wide-spread popularity they have obtained in the short time since their publication.
No other similar text-books have been so rapidly introduced into the best schools
or have stood so well the ordeal of the school-room. They have been adopted for
ormal Schools, and bem

The City of New York,
The City of Providence, R. L,
The City of Salem, Mass.,
The City of Portland, Me.,
The City of Lewiston, Me.,
The City of Meriden, Conn.,
The City of Topeka, Kan.,
The Boro of Catasauqua, Pa.,

Normal School, Farmington, Me.,
Normal School, Salem, Mass.,
Normal School, Providence, R. I.,
Normal School, "Wilmington, Del.,
North Providence, R. L,
West Roxbury, Mass.,
New London, N. H.,
Town of Quincy, Mass.,

And in hundreds of other prominent places throughout the Country, including nearly

Two Hundred Important Towns in New England alone.
'

Teacher- and School Officers, if you are thinking of changing your Text-Books on
Arithmetic. Don't do it until you have examined these Books.
1

copies for examination, by mail or express, prepaid, 0*

We will send

Condition

Books are not adopted the specimen copies shall be returned to us.

that if the

Address,

COWPBBTHWAIT & CO., Educational Publishers,
628 & 630 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

Or,
JA

i/ i:s A

)\VEN. JW'«/f I?iialand Aaent,
37 '"■•'.' 39 Brattle Street, Boston.

